
5 Questions for Potential Trust Board Members 

 

Member Question Answer 
Arthur Walmsley How do you propose to improve club financial transparency 

and forecasting. For example increased reporting of club 
financial performance. 

I would like to see Exeter put full accounts to 
companies house so all fans can view.  
 
l would also like them to push with the EFL, FA, and 
the Football League that all football clubs put full 
accounts on companies houses so all fans can view 
and see where funds have being invested and spent. 

Rob Su Richard Sam 
Jo Kevin Good 

 1. To the Re-standing  
What have you actually achieved in the 3 years and the 
targets you set in your last manifesto did you achieve. 
 
1.a To the New standings  
 What would you look to achieve over 3 years and do you 
have the time and motivation. 
 
2. Do you believe that if we move away from SJP should we 
stay within the boundaries of Exeter if we do. 
 
3. Over the last 3 year how many games have you 
attend home and away, supporting Exeter City and do you 
feel that you fully understand the City Supporters of today. 
 
(We need to know if they are a fan of Exeter City and not just 
standing to look good on there CV.) 
 
4. In October 2020 the FA launched Leadership Diversity 
which 40 out of the 92 Clubs signed up to, Exeter did not sign 
up, if you where a Trustee would you looked to 
have signed Exeter City to the code. 
 

N/A 
 1a. I would like to think within three years I could 
persuade The Board with the help of the other Trust 
Members to lower the cost of ticket prices and to 
finally achieve the dream of having St James' Park a 
COMPLETE stadium by having the Adam Stansfield 
stand joined at The Big Bank.  I personally do have 
the time and motivation to help achieve this. 
 
2. Although our catchment area is actually larger than 
actual Exeter based City fans, it would be extremely 
important that if the unthinkable happened and we 
had to move to a new ground, it DEFINITELY would 
have to be within the city's boundaries. It would 
destroy the heart and soul of the community if it was 
located anywhere else and too many clubs have 
been victim to this.  
 
3. In the last three years, if you include the covid hit 
season where all games were played behind closed 
doors, I went to 29 games, home and away. I try to 
fully understand most of the fans frustrations and 
opinions but I feel there are a certain element that 
are just contented with Exeter just being in the 



Member Question Answer 
https://www.thefa.com/news/2020/oct/27/football-leadership-
diversity-code-launched-271020  
 
5. Would you like to see The Trust & Exeter City Football 
Club should engage with Black Live Matter Exeter and others 
as in 20 years of the Trust ownership no Black Directors on 
Club or Trust board or higher management. 
 

League and not having to fight for survival.  
 
4. I would have definitely had signed Exeter to the 
Diversity Code. It is a shame that such a concept has 
to even exist in today's society, but seeing that less 
than half of the clubs in the entire Football League 
signed up proves football as a whole has a long way 
to go to achieve real unity.  
 
5. I think this one should be an individual's own 
choice and not one for the entire club to decide as I 
believe ALL lives matter, whether you happen to be 
of any colour. However, I presume that at some point 
in the future there will be a Black or Asian manager 
or director within the Board.  

Timothy Drewett To all candidates why have only one of you covered the 
climate change in your manifestos and do you think the trust 
and Exeter City Football Club should do more. 

I'm not too sure what climate change has to do with 
running a football club, unless you can give me an 
example, so I will politely decline this question.  

Celia Lowman In a democratic setting such as the Trust a situation may 
arise where opinions differ before a final consensus is 
reached. How would you ensure that any personal opinions 
that you may have are not in conflict with those of the Trust 
as a whole if they occasionally differ? 

I think we can safely say that we can discuss 
opinions and questions in an orderly and adult 
manner without the need to be rude or insulting to 
each other, but what I might think compared to the 
final consensus, I would accept, even though it might 
not be what I approved or agreed upon.  

Quinn George Elliott If the Trust/Club did not have the funds from the sale of 
players, what would they put in place to support the 
Trust/Club to generate money and support the community of 
Exeter non football or match day 

The club will ALWAYS have funds from the sale of 
players, it's just a pity we don't get enough from the 
players that they are actually worth. If we were in 
such a situation that there were no funds from player 
sales the club would quickly go bust which I and 
thousands of others would never accept, so I would 
put in place charity events, fund raising, and music 
nights at the Grecian Centre to generate money for 
the good cause of Exeter City Football Club. 

 


